Another Way Family Can Get in the Head and Under the Skin: The Neurobiology of Helping the Family
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ABSTRACT—Families can be both challenging and meaningful. Advances in technology have allowed us to gain insight into the impact of family stress on biological and neurological development, but these tools also can be used to understand more deeply the social and cultural meaning of family experiences in the developing child. In this article, we describe a program of research examining the psychological, immunological, and neural correlates of children helping their families. Although difficult at times, such help can provide a sense of belonging and role fulfillment that may shape the neurobiology of the developing child.
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We are at an exciting time in the study of families and children. New tools to view biological mechanisms of development provide an unprecedented opportunity to discover how family experiences get inside the developing child. Scientists studying the impact of early-life stress are making the most of this opportunity. Frameworks such as the risky families model (Repetti, Taylor, & Seeman, 2002) and the life-history perspective (Worthman, 1993) have generated a growing body of research on how early family stress can alter developing endocrine and immune systems to create an underlying biological risk for chronic adult health conditions (Evans, Kim, Ting, Tesher, & Shannis, 2007; Miller & Chen, 2013; Taylor, Lerner, Sage, Lehman, & Seeman, 2004). Neuroscientists have begun to show how difficult childrearing environments can put the developing brain on different trajectories. For example, early neglectful experiences shape structures such as the amygdala, setting the stage for the development of later mental disorders (Tottenham et al., 2010).

The pioneering efforts of investigators focusing on early-life stress have provided concepts and tools that should enable scientists to study the biological correlates of other, more normative aspects of family experience. In this article, we describe our research on the psychological, immunological, and neural correlates of children helping the family. Although activities such as cooking, cleaning, and taking care of siblings are more common among some sociocultural groups than others, providing some help to the family is a typical aspect of children’s lives around the world (Weisner, 2001).

Our work on helping the family provides another example of how to study the interaction between family experience and the underlying biology of development. We have incorporated elements of family stress frameworks, but our approach differs because providing help in families can be a socially and culturally meaningful activity, and may evoke different neural and immunological responses within the developing child. As such, our work suggests avenues for studying more positive aspects of family experience, as well as possible social and cultural variations in that experience.

First, we describe our theoretical approach to studying children’s efforts to help their families, which has guided our focus on both challenging and meaningful dimensions of the family. We then summarize findings from our studies of the psychological, immunological, and neural correlates of children helping their families during adolescence and young adulthood. We close by discussing
b briefly the implications for research on the connections between family experience and the neurobiology of child development.

A SOCIAL IDENTITY APPROACH TO THE FAMILY

Our work has been guided by an approach that views family membership as a social identity, akin to identities tied to other social groups such as those delineated by workplace, religion, and ethnicity (Fuligni & Flook, 2005). A social identity is “the individual’s knowledge that he belongs to certain groups together with some emotional or value significance to him of his group membership” (Tajfel, 1972, p. 32). The family is rarely considered a social identity; such an approach goes beyond commonly studied family dynamics such as dyadic closeness and conflict to capture the “we-ness” of family experience. Decades of research have shown that group identification can shape both the interactions between group members and the meaning placed on those interactions (Hogg, 2003). Two robust principles about social identification are that social identification is tied to a willingness to voluntarily support the group and a critical source of well-being is a belief that one’s contributions to the group are respected and valued (Hogg, 2003). Assisting the group, therefore, has significant social meaning beyond just the actual acts of helping.

The social identity perspective allows us to consider children’s provision of assistance to the family differently than before. Traditionally, psychologists have emphasized the stressful and negative aspects of children taking on instrumental roles within the family, perhaps because previous research focused on children with parents debilitated by psychological or physical problems. Clearly, engaging in household chores and taking care of younger siblings can be challenging for children. The challenge may be especially salient during adolescence, when children increasingly strive for autonomy. Having to help the family can restrict the time adolescents spend outside the home socializing with peers and engaging in extracurricular activities, two important aspects of teenage life in many societies.

However, despite the challenge, helping the family also can be meaningful, benefiting the developing child even when it is burdensome. In addition to imparting important life skills, helping the family allows children to establish themselves as respected and valued members of the larger family (Fuligni & Flook, 2005); this may be particularly true for cultural groups that emphasize family identity, such as families from Latin America and Asian backgrounds (García Coll & Garrido, 2000). Considering family as a social identity, therefore, pushed us to examine both the challenge and the meaning associated with helping the family at multiple levels of analysis, from the psychological to the biological.

THE UCLA STUDY OF ADOLESCENTS’ DAILY LIVES

Based on the UCLA Study of Adolescents’ Daily Lives, a multiwave, longitudinal study of more than 700 teenagers from Asian, Latin American, and European backgrounds in the Los Angeles area, our work used several methods, including pairing traditional questionnaires with intensive daily checklists in which adolescents reported their events, activities, and mood for a 14-day period. As part of the daily checklist, adolescents indicated whether they had helped their families in any of a number of different ways including cooking, cleaning, caring for siblings, and helping parents at their jobs.

In addition to collecting detailed estimates of teenagers’ assistance over a 2-week period, we examined the daily co-occurrence of that assistance with other aspects of teenager’s lives. Specifically, we measured experiences that were both challenging and meaningful. Participants rated their sense of burden from the family and their daily mood, including feelings of anxiety and depression, as well as their sense of happiness and positivity. Consistent with our social identity approach, we asked adolescents to indicate their feelings of role fulfillment, including whether they felt like a good son or daughter and good brother or sister each day.

Approximately 70 participants came to the lab soon after they turned 18 and provided blood samples through routine venipuncture for assays of health risk, including biomarkers of inflammation. One year later, about 25 of the teenagers had their brains scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while engaging in a decision-making task related to family help.

HELPING THE FAMILY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING

The daily checklist reports indicated that helping the family is not an uncommon activity (Telzer & Fuligni, 2009). Ninth-grade students provided help to the family on approximately 70% of the days, averaging about 1 hr per day. Chores such as cleaning, cooking, and taking care of siblings were most common (58% and 27% of the days, respectively); helping parents directly occurred less frequently (8% of the days). Teenagers from Asian and Latin American backgrounds helped the family more frequently than those from European backgrounds, but no gender differences emerged.

Not surprisingly, adolescents who spent more time helping the family felt more burdened—they felt they had much work to do at home and many family demands. Strikingly, despite this burden, the teenagers who helped a lot did not experience more psychological distress but instead reported significantly more happiness and positivity on a daily basis.

Consistent with our social identity approach, we examined whether teenagers’ sense of role fulfillment as a family member explained the positive association between helping the family and greater positivity. Indeed, adolescents who spent more time helping the family also felt more like a good child and sibling, which in turn significantly mediated the association between assistance and happiness. Although this pattern was not seen...
when teenagers helped parents at their jobs (which was fairly rare and more stressful), the most common forms of family assistance were meaningful and psychologically beneficial despite being burdensome because the activities were a way to become contributing and valued members of the family group.

HELPING THE FAMILY AND IMMUNE FUNCTION

Although the links among family help, role fulfillment, and happiness are intriguing, adolescents did report that helping parents and siblings was burdensome. Was this burden negative in other ways?

The risky families model (Repetti et al., 2002) and other frameworks suggest that family stress affects long-term health by causing, among other things, frequent activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis. The HPA axis is a fundamental stress-response system, and chronic activation of the axis over time can disrupt homeostatic mechanisms central to long-term health. For example, the glucocorticoids (e.g., cortisol) generated as part of the HPA response are antagonistic to inflammatory responses in the body. Repeated exposure to glucocorticoids, however, is thought to make the body less sensitive and less able to keep levels of inflammation at appropriate levels (Miller, Cohen, & Ritchey, 2002). High levels of inflammation over time have been linked to the emergence of chronic health conditions in adulthood, such as cardiovascular disease and Type II diabetes (Danesh et al., 2000; Hamer & Steptoe, 2009; Lagrand et al., 1999).

We examined whether providing help to one’s family in the 12th grade was associated with biomarkers of inflammation from intravenous blood (Fuligni et al., 2009). Teenagers who spent more time helping parents and siblings had greater levels of the soluble interleukin 6 receptor (sIL-6r) and C-reactive protein (CRP), two biomarkers thought to be downstream indicators of exposure to chronically high levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin 6 (IL-6). Although similar findings suggesting the biological burden of caregiving have been observed among middle-aged adults (Vitiliano, Zhang, & Scanlan, 2003), seeing these links among a group of healthy 18-year-olds was striking.

After capturing the burden of family assistance, we were curious as to whether the meaningful nature of helping the family also might be evident in the indicators of immune function. Other research has suggested that the social and psychological meaning associated with a stressor could modify the impact of the stressor on biological markers of risk (Bower, Low, Moskowitz, Sepah, & Epel, 2003). We defined meaning as the daily association between helping the family and the sense of being a good child and sibling. Specifically, youths for whom family help was more strongly correlated with role fulfillment attached a greater sense of meaning to helping the family. Even after controlling for amount of time helping the family, teenagers for whom family help was tightly linked to role fulfillment had lower levels of sIL-6r and CRP, suggesting that placing more meaning on the act of helping the family may be protective. Thus, the immune functioning of adolescents moving into young adulthood reflected both the challenge and the social meaning of helping parents and siblings, consistent with our social identity approach suggesting that certain family experiences have social meaning that affect the developing child.

HELPING THE FAMILY AND NEURAL FUNCTION

As we considered ways to observe the dynamics of family assistance neurologically, we encountered work on the neural correlates of charitable giving. Neuroeconomists have sought neural evidence for the apparently rewarding nature of charitable giving. Donating money to charities activates the ventral striatum, a brain region associated with reward-related activities, at levels similar to those associated with receiving cash rewards (Harbaugh, Mayr, & Burghart, 2007; Moll et al., 2006).

Adapting the task used by Moll et al. (2006) to make it relevant for providing help to families, we scanned participants’ brains in an fMRI machine while they decided to accept or decline a series of financial offers in which the teenagers and their families gained or lost money. In the costly donation condition, participants lost money for their family to gain money, whereas in the noncostly reward condition, they gained money at no loss to the family. The cash payouts were real with money delivered at the end of the study.

Although our sample size was small and results should be considered suggestive, two major findings emerged that point to the value of examining the social and cultural meaning of family experience within the developing brain (Telzer, Masten, Berkman, Lieberman, & Fuligni, 2010). First, our daily-level indicator of the rewarding nature of family assistance (i.e., the daily association between helping the family and role fulfillment) predicted neural activation such that those who experienced greater role fulfillment while helping the family also showed greater neural activation in mesolimbic regions associated with reward (i.e., dorsal striatum, ventral striatum, ventral tegmental area) when making sacrificial donations to the family as compared to receiving cash rewards themselves. Second, Latino youths—who generally place more importance on helping the family—showed either similar or greater activation in these regions when making costly contributions to the family as compared to receiving cash rewards. In contrast, European American youths showed the opposite pattern of greater activation when receiving cash rewards as opposed to donating to the family.

Next, we examined whether we could observe neural activations that would be suggestive of the challenging or difficult nature of family help. Decisions to put the needs of one’s family before one’s own wishes likely depend on the ability to delay one’s own immediate desires and resolve the conflict between personal and prosocial motives, a process involving effortful control. In addition, when making decisions to assist the family, youths need to shift their attention from themselves to think...
about their families’ needs, values, and goals, a process involving theory of mind and perspective taking.

We examined how family obligation values predicted neural activation in regions involved in self-control and mentalizing when making decisions to help the family. As in our prior analyses, we examined neural activations when teenagers made costly decisions to donate to their family versus noncostly reward decisions. Individuals who placed more value on helping the family, as measured by a questionnaire, showed greater activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, a region involved in effortful control (Cohen & Lieberman, 2010), and in the right temporal parietal junction and bilateral posterior superior temporal sulcus, neural regions involved in theory of mind and perspective taking (Frith & Frith, 2003; Hare, Camerer, Knoepfel, O-Doherty, & Rangel, 2010; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003).

Making decisions about helping the family can be difficult, especially when they involve personal sacrifices. Young people must make important decisions that involve putting their family’s needs first and delaying personal desires. The involvement of neural regions related to effortful control and social-cognition, along with the activation of the mesolimbic reward system, suggest both the challenging and rewarding nature of helping the family.

**CONCLUSION**

Following advances in recent years in our understanding of the impact of family stress on neurobiological development, we can now more deeply understand how the social and cultural meaning of family experiences also becomes instantiated within the developing child. Our research suggests ways in which the dual challenge and meaning of families are manifested as biological endophenotypes. Yet questions remain. In what cases does the meaningfulness of family experiences mediate their apparent impact on the developing child (e.g., assistance and happiness), and in what cases does it moderate the association (e.g., assistance and inflammation)? How is meaningfulness socialized within a family or a cultural group? What is the temporal sequence of the observed biosocial interactions, and what is the role of inherited genetic predispositions toward relevant biological mechanisms and psychological skills (e.g., endocrine and immune response, reward seeking, cognitive control, and mentalizing)?

The tools that allow us to understand how social experience gets inside the developing child will continue to evolve quickly as technology advances. By coupling this technology with existing, rich theoretical approaches to the family, we can understand more deeply how the body and the brain represent both the challenges and the meaning of being part of that fundamental social group called the family.
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